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� TARGETS  for the city of Amsterdam:TARGETS  for the city of Amsterdam:TARGETS  for the city of Amsterdam:TARGETS  for the city of Amsterdam:

◦ Energy reduction:  In 2025 40% less CO2

◦ Towards a sustainable public lighting

◦ “Lightvision”   : an integral lighting plan
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� Starting pointsStarting pointsStarting pointsStarting points

◦ Initiation of Energy Savings 

� Aerial thermographic inspection of roofs

� Consulting companies, shops, supermarkets, ….

◦ Present level of light pollution “zero-situation” 

◦ Future : Do the measures have effect ?
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� Area size  22 km x 18 km = 396 km2

� 110 points Amsterdam & surroundings

� Resolution

~1,5 x 1,5 km

� Optimum between

resolution and budget
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� Two different measuring techniques:
◦ Photographic method

◦ Luminance photometer

� Clear, cloudless nights without moon
◦ 5x in winter 2009/2010 (November to March)

� Number of measurements:
◦ 110 locations (~30 locations per night)

◦ 50% photographic, 50% luminance meter

◦ Repetitions (40% measured twice or more on different nights)

� Project was carried out by             in co-operation with
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Photographic Luminance meter
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Viewing angle 3°

Procedure
P.Cinzano/ F. Falchi / 
J. Holan

Viewing angle 5°

Range
0,1 – 107 mcd/m2

Photometric eye 
response 

+ Direct readout

- “Heavy” and vulnerable
- Extinction measurement not possible

- Laborious dataprocessing afterwards

+ Lightweight and “robust”
+ Extinctions measurement possible
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� Influence of weather (from repetitions)

� Photographic method vs Luminance meter
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Average for the measuring Average for the measuring Average for the measuring Average for the measuring 
locationslocationslocationslocations

AsAsAsAs measuredmeasuredmeasuredmeasured CorrectedCorrectedCorrectedCorrected to to to to 
standard extinctionstandard extinctionstandard extinctionstandard extinction

Difference 18.7 % 11.9 %

Standard deviation 11.2 % 7.2 %

DifferenceDifferenceDifferenceDifference ValueValueValueValue

Absolute 12 % Cause unknown

Relative ± 6 %
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Number of visible 
stars >45 °

Better:Better:Better:Better:

% of visible stars
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� Purpose light pollution map:
◦ Embedded in municipallity goals Amsterdam:

� Energy savings & integral lighting plan

� “Zero”-situation for monitoring goals

� Uncertainty of methods and weather conditions
◦ After correction to standard conditions about 12%

� Cause of “hotspots” not easy to identify  

� Improve resolution in some area’s (=budget)
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� Newspapers

� Website
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Any questions?
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